Absrrucr-Addressed is a technique for intelligent packet discard in routers, based on bandwidth or userspecified requests. We use the concept of active networks to process streamed MPEG video on a prototype active router. The video processing algorithm that runs on the active muter adapts to the available bandwidth and determines what packets are to be dropped.
I. INTRODUCTION
Video and audio streaming on the world wide web is becoming popular. Multimedia streams require stringent QoS requirements and have to cater to a wide range of users. Clients accessing these flows may be connected via high-speed links using an ISDN or connected via low speed links such as dial-up or wireless links. More over clients may be accessing these steams using a variety of devices with varying processing capability and available memory. A typical MPEGllI video .stream cannot be transmitted smoothly over a low bandwidth link. But if the VOD sewer is streaming video at a high bit rate to cater to a majority of users,then users with low bandwidths face packet losses at routers existing at junctions between high bandwidth clouds and low bandwidth clouds. As of now routers drop packets indiscriminately asthey are not sensitive to the content in these packets. One approach commonly used is to stream the same video at different bit rates based on quality and bandwidth requirements. Multiple streams of the same video at different resolutions leads to data duplication on shared links. Multicast network with layered video is another option. But when there is a heavily congested router enmute, then packet losses are bound to occur never the less. This necessitates the use of routers that are intelligent enough to identify the contents of these packets and then make decisions as too drop the packet or not.
More Over users must have freedom as to decide upon 0-7803-6536-4/00/$10.00 (c) 2000 IEEE what they want of these video streams. During a news broadcast the user might just want to listen to the audio at a good quality and might want only the key frames in the video to appear, so that the amount of bandwidth reduced by discarding other video frames can be used for some other purpose. All these factors have given rise to the concept of active networks [2, 3, 5] where routers are intelligent and are called active routers,
In this paper we present an architecture for our prototype active router and also an application that drops frames in a MPEG video stream based on user specified requests or bandwidth constraints.
MOTIVATION
All along the data communication network has been regarded as a passive entity that has been optimized to deliver packets to the destination with m i n i " amount of processing on packets. Multimedia data is more sensitive to losses to application data units (ADUs) rather than to packets. An application data unit is a set of packets that belong to a single entity. For example all packets carrying data belonging to an I picture form an ADU. There may be dependency among ADUs which is again application dependent. So accommodation of packets into router queues must be done taking into consideration all these factors, To tackle this kind of application dependent conditions we use an active network.
ARCHITECTURE
Our prototype active router has been implemented on a Pentium II machine running RedJ3at Linux-6.0.
Original Linux kemel has been modified to support some active networking features. Unlike other active network architectures we do not confine packet processing to the application level. A part of protocol pro-cessing has been pushed into the kemel. This gives a definite advantage as operations like checksum computation mute determination fragmentation et al are common operations on packets.New kemel data structures and systemcalls allow the active application to access packets directly from the network layer. Kemel level protocol processing is avoided except for PI71 header pmxssing. We assume that traffic uses IP as the network level protocol. The active application gets the entire packet along with protocol headers which it can parse and retrieve the payload. The payload can be analysed and appropriate decisions can be taken. The systemcall interface is used for configuring a packet filter in the kemel. All packets first enter the packet filter. If an entry for that flow is found in the packet filter then, then that packet is given to a kernel queue. Each application can own a queue whose maximum length can be specified using the systemcall interface. Kemel data structures that have been added are involved in distributing packets among queues, and supplying the application with packets that it has asked for from its queue. These data stmctures also prevent applications from accessing packets that are destined for another application. This security feature has been implemented using a flow-id(8ows that an application can process is identified by a flow-id) vs pmess-id The client can then issue an "execute" instruction along with the code-file name, which compiles the active code if necessary (based on the file extension) and executes the compiled code. It can also issue the "kill" command along with the code name to terminate execution of an active application. Once the kill instruction is issued all the files associated with this client are removed and kemel data structues are released. If a client executes an application which is not processing any flow then, the router automatically terminates the application and releases all resources used by that application. The agent running on the active router is responsible for distribution of code among other actiye routers lying on the path that these packets take to reach the client from the server. These operations are transparent to the client and it will not be discussed in this paper.
IV. ACTIVE APPLICATION
The active application is the most crucial part or the entire setup. It is the active application that gives life to the active muter. The application that we are targeting is to selectively drop MPEG video packets based on the client's requests or bandwidth constraints. If the client' is connected to the network with a low bandwidth link then the first active router (from the client end) on the path that video packets traverse hosts the active application. The client sends RTCP[4] control messages to the server, which get intercepted by the active application. The RTCP messages contain information about the number of packets lost in a window interval which is typically the size of an I frame and the rate at which packets were received at the client.
The active application determines the incoming packet rate by a measurement based technique and determines the excess rate, which is difference between the incoming rate and the rate at which the client received packets. This excess rate is then mapped on to a domain where the number of packets that have to be dropped and what packets have to be dropped is determined MPEG video exhibits data dependency. What is meant by data dependency is, proper decoding of B frames depends on proper decoding of related P frames which in tum depends on proper decoding of I frames.
If the I frame in the GOP is partially lost then all the frames in the GOP cannot be decoded.
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COP sLr (   Fig. 3. A typical GOP Fig-3 shows 4 typical GOP. The algorithm measures the average number of I,B and P frames per GOP. The size of each of these frames is also determined. Measurements that are made during a GOP interval are applied to the next GOP intewai. This approach eliminates the necessity for buffering up packets at the ap-0-7803-6536-4/00/$10.00 (c) 2000 IEEE plication. More over conditions may not change drastically for every GOP. The active application first determines the number of B frames that have to be dropped so that target bandwidth can be meet B frames first considered as no other frame depends on them. If all B frames am dropped and still the target bandwidth cannot be meet, then the number of P frames that have to be dropped is determined. If say n P frames anz to be dropped out of p P frames present in a GOP, then the firstp-n P frames are transmitted and the last n P frames are dropped. If the first n P frames are dropped then the lastp-n P frames cannot be decoded as, in P frames reconstruction depends on how well the previous P frame in the GOP was reconstructed. Thus the algorithm compromises on temporal resolution to give a better appearance to what ever frame is decoded and displayed.
The client can change the behaviour of this algorithm by embedding control messages specific to the active application in the RTCP packet. So RTCP packets have the usual fields for bandwidth,emrs etc along with a flag which when set tells the active application that a configuration message also exists in the IYTCP packet. In our active application "ADAPTIVE" , "BONLY" and "BPONLY" are the configuration options that can be sent. "ADAPTIVE" puts the algorithm into a mode where based on network statistics packets are dropped. "BONLY" results in dropping of packets belonging to B frames. So only I and P frames are transmitted. "BPONLY" option results in transmission of I frames only. Last two options make sense when the client is receiving data at the video tmsmission rate but does not have extra bandwidth for other applications.
V. RESULTS
Experiments carried out show a significant improvement in the quality of the displayed frame although temporal resolution reduces, which is a result of selective packet drops. Fig4 shows a plot of the available bandwidth and bandwidth required after the active application begins to drop selectively. The video rate is m u n d 1 Mbps with the required bandwidth varying about 600Kbps. In this case the bandwidth requirements are varying significantly for every GOP as the processing rate at the decoder is varying significantly. Figure-5 shows some frames that were decoded and displayed during random packet losses. Figure-6 shows the improvement in the displayed frames after the active application is executed on the active router.
The number of errors encountered at the decoder Figure-7 shows that errors reduce to zero once the active application starts execution,which is why the decoded frame is a proper reconstruction.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
Here we have explained an algorithm that discards packets intelligently on active routers. We assume that the transmitted video is not a layered video and this application is suited for cases where live video is being encoded and streamed to clients on a campus-wide network with many other clients trying to access the same video over low bit rate links. We do not mention how associated audio is handled and this is a part of our ongoing work.
